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NEW CITY WARSAW
– THE IMPORTANCE OF IDEA AND DETAILS IN ARCHITECTURE
Andre Mrowiec
A, B, C, D... A letter is a detail of the alphabet. A detail is one of the
letters of architect's alphabet – including my and our profession's
alphabet. A drawing is a word, a project – a complete sentence, a text,
a more or less clear thought (idea). Of course, a project must, in the first
place, satisfy the financial and plan-related desires of the investor, and
it must be technically responsible... Very often the architect would like
the project to carry some content, symbols and metaphors. Should the project evoke specific
emotions in the audience or rather satisfy the designer's own fantasies? Should it bring
royalties only? Does it matter where the project is implemented – in the city or in natural
surroundings? Should it be friendly to the environment on the background of which it is erected
or not?
Is the architect an engineer, craftsman or artist? It is hard to provide clear answers... Besides,
there is an investor's functional programme, the necessity to respect specific budgetary limits.
And what about mutual trust between the investor and the client? And what about the "interest"
of the future user and his or her private space? Many designers face such dilemmas. This was
also the problem of the authors of the project and construction of the office and "New City"
service centre in Warsaw.
From the point of view of architecture, the buildings of "New City" are a reference to the
neighbouring ones, erected by the same investor (ECI) and with a similar office and service
programme. The purpose has been to keep a shared identity and character of the new district,
which is now (in spite of all) under construction. The project reflects a specific luxurious
modernism, which refers to the tradition of luxury by attention to details and use of high quality
materials.
In this Polish and French undertaking, the symmetrical character of the three-dimensional
composition of forms, which, at the same time, makes the entire construction look monumental, has been emphasised by the simple geometry of the central fountain (an urban detail)
which stands in for greenery or a garden (no sunshine in the northern yard) – it is our "clin
d’oeil” (meaningful wink) – a sign of high regard towards geometry and symmetry, traditionally
present in French urban, garden and similar projects.
The project documentation was drawn up somewhere between Paris and Warsaw, with the
help of computers and internet, which make such cooperation perfectly possible. The working
documentation was also verified without any greater problems – after all, it takes only two
hours by plane to get from Paris to Warsaw.

NEW CONCERT HALL FOR THE CHICAGO PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA – THREE CONCEPTS
Wojciech Leśnikowski

Founded in 1890, the Chicago Philharmonic Orchestra is one of the world's most famous
philharmonics. It is one of the American orchestras commonly referred to as the "Big Five"
(Philadelphia Orchestra, Boston Symphony Orchestra, Cleveland Orchestra and New York
Philharmonic). This does not mean, however, that the Chicago Orchestra, just like many other
grand orchestras in the USA, does not have to cope with serious problems related to its
operation, in particular in the times of the dramatic financial and political crisis that hit the
United States of America more than two years ago. Building new opera houses and concert
halls has become one of the methods of attracting new audience – just like some time ago in
history when the purpose of great architecture was to stimulate the artistic interests of
societies. The Chicago Symphony Orchestra has been performing in an old building dating
back to the times of the Chicago School and which undoubtedly does not have any attributes
of a stimulator or of avant-garde architecture that people would like to admire when
contemplating the music performed by this superb orchestra. Therefore, there arose an idea to
build a new concert hall, which would become, from an architectural point of view, a spectacular icon in this particularly architectural city.
The individual projects presented attempt to meet such tendencies by proposing several
variant concepts, the purpose of which is to erect a new building that would meet the
challenges of the 21st century. The goal of the "608" project studio at the University of Kansas,
which I established several years ago, is to create advanced architectonic concepts in
cooperation with large architecture corporations, such as HOK, HNTB, Loebl, Schlossman &
Hackl and Perkins & Will. The studio represents a form (well-developed in the USA) of
scientific research combining professional activity (e.g. architecture-related) with academic
activity (research and education).
What is the future of this project? It is evident that implementation of such a technically
advanced concept requires significant financial means, similar to the recently implemented and
advanced constructions of Arab countries or in China. They also require approval of specialists
and society. In comparison with the costs of the presently popular, worldwide military
madness, the price of the objects presented here seems insignificant. After all, cathedrals
have cost enormous amounts of money, but they have changed the world of the West! Only
time will tell...

TERRACED MANIFESTO – MikMak TERRACED HOUSE
Bartosz Wokan

The still popular catchphrase "for as little as possible" does not help implement the plans of
ambitious, multi-family housing architecture in Poland. After years of experience with multifamily blocks of flats, the architects from the ArC2 studio in Wrocław want to prove that a
terraced house can also be designed in a complete and uniform manner. The MikMak House
is therefore an exception to the rule. The project will be put into effect because its investors are
architects – the creators of a double (architectural and development) experiment.

Terraced houses are an economic platform between a one-family villa and a block of flats.
Hence their popularity in Poland. However, we cannot be fully satisfied with the character of
Polish terraced houses. In the suburbs of Polish towns, there are usually rows of identical
houses, glued together one beside the other, the size of which is determined (most often
accidentally) by the dimensions of the lot or the road passing by. They might be compared,
although this metaphor would not be very pleasant, to a sausage cut off on both sides. What is
more, a multicolour sausage at that.
The segments are identical only at the very beginning – in the project stage or just after the
house has been commissioned. The closer it gets to completion of construction works, the
more diverse the look, since every owner tries to use his or her own creativity to make their
house different from their neighbour's. The colour and texture of façades changes quickly, and
there are diverse fences and insulations of various thicknesses. The result? An unbelievable
spatial and aesthetic mess.
A terraced house, however, can be designed in an entirely different way. Let's imagine a
completely different situation: the colour of the entire building is uniform, but each segment has
a totally individual and unique form...
The building that is going to be erected in Klecina, a district of Wrocław, is not large – 16
housing segments with a total net area of 1920 m2. The point has been to create a
compositional whole which has its beginning, unfolding and ending; an architecturally coherent
object, impervious to uncontrolled alterations.
This is why not only one segment (which would be repeated multiple times), but rather the
entire building, has been designed. MikMak grows from the ground up, developing with the
expressive line of the roof, which joins the façades and again falls into the ground. As a result,
due to diverse forms every segment of the row becomes unique. The uniform colour of the
façades and roof is the element integrating the entire building.

ARCHITECTURE OF SPA OBJECTS
Barbara Widera

In the last few years, objects intended for balneotherapy and water relaxation, in particular the
so-called SPA, have become more and more popular. They usually combine three basic
functions: part of a hotel, sports centre and health resort. The last one, being a continuation of
the idea of antique baths, is the dominating one. The purpose of a SPA is to create an
atmosphere of serenity and rest where all water-related medical, cosmetic and relaxation
treatments can have a positive effect both on the body and the psyche. This fashionable and
presently quite luxurious form of leisure is inseparable from the clients' expectations. It is clear
that the concept of a traditional sanatorium and health resort is not enough for them. A SPA
should be something more than a popular aquapark. Clients are ready to pay a lot for fulfilment
of their expectations. It is not surprising that in global architecture, new, attractive solutions are
being searched for.
In warm climate countries, the concept of a maximum opening into exotic surroundings
dominates. Some functions, such as massage beds, are placed directly on the beach or
among the greenery. Generally, location in an attractive landscape is, for an architect, great
help, and most usually it induces such treatment of the object making it possible for the clients
to relish in the beautiful, natural surroundings as much as possible. It is a little bit more difficult
to design an interesting SPA object in the centre of urban architecture and avoid copying
nineteenth century bath centres.

In the set of solutions we can see in Poland now, minimalist projects have the greatest chance
of success. One of the most interesting assumptions in this category, completed in 2009, is
Hotel Andel in Łódź, which was adapted from a former spinning mill by Izrael Poznański from
1878.
Simone Micheli creates a completely different image of a modern SPA. As in his other
projects, he looks for new methods of manifesting modernity, whereas the starting point is the
assumption of a simultaneous impact on the senses by means of overlapping stimuli. Formally,
one should look for the sources of inspiration for the works of Simone Micheli in aesthetic
concepts directed at an artistic vision of the future and started in the 1960s. Two of the latest
project implementations deserve particular attention, and both were done for Boscolo Hotels:
Exedra Nice Wellness Centre in Nice (2008) and Atomic Spa Swiss in Milan (2010).

ARCHITECTURE OF SUMMER HOMES
(COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE)
Katerina Kaspar Goryczková

When, in Seattle, the winter rain changes into a multitude of spring downpours, the Czech
people go to their cottages. This is a traditional way of spending free time, combined with
mushroom picking and mountain hiking. Its boom was in the 1970s. We can observe a similar
tendency in the northern Pacific region, where going to cottages is more natural than it was in
the period of Czechoslovakian normalisation.
Tacoma, a region of Seattle, is situated in the north of Washington, near the border of Canada
and its province of British Columbia. The North-West of the USA belongs to regions with
increased tectonic activity and more frequent rainfall. The local climate influences the
development of the technologies of construction, concepts of structure and the style of forms.
Whereas Seattle is a developed city, which has been under construction since the middle of
the 19th century, Vancouver is very characteristic due to its architecture created on the basis
of the masterplan, which dates back to the second half of the 20th century. However, what
these two cities share is their interest in environmentally friendly architecture.
Whereas New York has brought the characteristic style of transformation of industrial interiors
into lofts, known as "industrial chic" in which cast-iron supports, brick walls and multi-wing
windows are exposed, Seattle is characterised by a style popular in the North-West region. It
manifests itself in an industrial rustic design, characteristic to the projects of Tom Kundig and
other architecture studios which use (adapt), with complete fantasy, the "industrial details",
often supported by an interesting combination of timber, glass and sheet metal subjected to
natural oxidation – natural ageing. An interesting, historicising detail of these stylistics are the
eaves that form the cornices and drains of some houses in the historic part of Seattle in the
neighbourhood of Pike Place Market. Dark rusted pipes go along brick walls, interlacing with
each other. In certain places, they have already been overgrown with grass. The situation is
quite the opposite on the Alaska Way, a multilevel highway which goes along the coast and
which is one of the ecological problems of the city. While Europe is looking for a proper
attitude towards transport and road construction that takes into account nature and does not
disturb natural ecoducts, the North-West of America looks at new nature preservation
challenges from a different perspective – it tries to apply the principles of ecology in smaller
projects which are, however, significant as regards media.
In view of present tendencies emphasising the use of local resources and non-invasive
ecological solutions, the presented projects do try to implement reasonable solutions; but in
most cases, they lose when confronted with the requirements of those who order them. In this
way, the visions of an ascetic and balanced life in the forest are still miles behind.

ROSS LOVEGROVE AND THE PHILOSOPHY
OF ORGANIC ESSENTIALISM
Irma Kozina

To make an opinion on style in art of the new millennium may seem premature, however,
certain contemporary artistic phenomena induces one to formulate such programmes. Already
in the first year of the third millennium, the GO chair, designed by Ross Lovegrove, was
named a determinant of new design philosophy.
In the "Go" project, the most important features of organic essentialism, which is sometimes
defined by Lovegrove as minimalism based on economy of material and synthesis of form, for
which organisms found in nature are the point of reference. These features can also be found
in lamps designed for the Yamagiwa company (Andromeda 1), which are a specific
transformation of the structure of bone tissue with its perforations that help fulfil the concept of
economy of material.
In the case of Lovegrove, imitation of nature is not limited to a certain aesthetic attitude. The
concept created by Janine Benyus to base designer solutions on those already existing in
nature plays an important part in Lovegrove's philosophy.
All his projects present designer themes in a new way, and sometimes they even aim at
introducing new life habits. This seems to be the case with Alpine capsules and "cars on a
stick".
All of Lovegrove's aforementioned projects reflect the philosophy of an organic essentialism,
since only the amount of material necessary for a given object to operate is used for their
production. His aesthetics results from structure, and, therefore, a good design project
becomes, to a greater extent than many other products, an embodiment of Louis Sullivan's
slogan: Form follows function. Since it is usually a metaphor of the science, philosophy and
aesthetics of the third millennium, it is never boring and provides its recipients with both
sensual (haptic and optic) as well as intellectual nourishment. The most important of
Lovegrove's mottos - DNA (Design-Nature-Art) - seems to define the ideal design of the new
millennium – if not for the long term, then at least that of the first decade.

THE ROUNDHOUSE, CHALK FARM ROAD, LONDON
Marta Gutowska

The Roundhouse in Camden Town in northern London is an interesting former locomotive
depot that is nearly 50 metres in diameter and was built in 1846 by Robert Stephenson and
Robert Dockray. Round, brick walls have been hiding a splendid cast-iron framework – a
rotunda.
The historic locomotive depot in northern London had three lives: after its short service for the
English rail, it became a Gilbey's gin storehouse, and then it was adapted for an experimental
concert and theatre hall which hosted artists such as: Jimi Hendrix, Pink Floyd, The Doors and
The Who. The present reconstruction and extension of the object have made it possible to
enlarge the audience area whilst meeting strict fire safety regulations.
John McAslan, a London architectural practice famous for many other adaptations of historic
projects, designed the reconstruction. The main assumption of the project has been to retain
the legendary concert area so that it does not lose any of its atmosphere and to reconstruct
the audience section so that it has 1,300 seats and a standing capacity of 3,500. In order for

the concert area to meet strict fire safety regulations and, at the same time, to be functional, it
has become necessary to add a modern gallery. In the new wing, there are rooms for artists, a
theatre studio, technical rooms and a restaurant connected with the original, historic building
with a network of bridges and galleries. The underground of the Roundhouse, which has yet to
be put to use, has been converted into workshops and studios for young artists. Arrangement
of the rooms is very mobile and enables rapid changes, depending on the needs. The roof of
the building turned out to be the most difficult part of the reconstruction. The supporting
structure made of cast iron and wood and dating back to Victorian times was nearly 50 metres
in diameter. As part of a historic building, the roof could not be modified in any way – its
internal part, with an almost fairytale construction, was of particular value, whereas the
amplifying and lightning equipment itself was to weigh nearly 20 tonnes!
The Victorian structure would be unable to bear all the proposed implementations. But then the
designers of Anthony Hunt Associates hit upon a brilliant idea. Their project reduced the mass
of the roof by levelling the visual impact of a similar operation: the original tiles were removed,
and a modern, self-supporting steel structure was placed 70 cm over the old roof. This
operation has not damaged the external proportions of the building, whilst inside, the original
Victorian vault could still be visible.

HIGH LINE – HANGING GARDENS OF MANHATTAN
Marta Ostrowska

The steel structure of the railway that was put into operation in 1934 cut across three districts:
Meatpacking District, West Chelsea and Hell’s Kitchen, reaching nearly as far as the banks of
the Hudson River. Due to this investment, not only was land transport reduced, but also an
unusual landscape was created, resembling something from futuristic visions of cities.
In the 1950s, the transport-related importance of the High Line fell, as a result of which, in the
1960s, the southern part of this construction in West Chelsea was demolished. The last train
ran the remaining section in the 1980s. Since that time, the rail line has slowly deteriorated,
whilst the post-industrial districts have been turning into slums.
In the mid-1990s, the mayor of New York, Rudolph Giuliani, signed a preliminary consent for
the demolishing of the overpass. This would have happened if two enthusiasts, Joshua David
and Robert Hammond, had not protested. In 1999, those local patriots from the Meatpick
District established the "Friends of the High Line" society, which lobbied for the preservation
and upgrade of the inoperative railway. Inspired by the Promenade Plantée in Paris and the
Millenium Park in Chicago, they wanted the rail line to be brought back into the public space in
the form of a green passageway or park.
Along the entire flyover running above the streets of Manhattan, there are five staircases and
two lifts leading to the green promenade. Their steel, raw structures refer to the industrial past
of this place and resemble the external fire escapes that wind around New York buildings. The
design of the pavement of the former rail line has been based on associations with the original
function of this place. The vegetation planted here, mostly local species resistant to long-term
drought and insolation, resemble the plants which grew naturally on the inoperative rail line.
Therefore, among 210 species that the flora of the promenade consists of, grass tufts, wild
flowers, herbs and small shrubs dominate. In some places, only lone trees grow above this
green carpet. Such a selection of plants resulted in an ecosystem that might have formed on
the area of this urban wasteland naturally without any human help. The walking path shaped
by irregular frames of flowerbeds has a picturesque, wavy line, as if in defiance of the straight
line of the railway. The former junctions and sidings have also been adapted for the purposes
of the park. The most interesting adaptation is that of the branch of the railway suspended over
a busy road. An amphitheatre has been created here which, just like the entire project, slips
away from common stereotypes. Its audience section resembles a large, serpentine, wooden

platform, whereas in the area where there should be a stage, there are glass windows through
which spectators can watch the play being performed on the road.
I have perversely called this aboveground park project, situated on an inactive railway
overpass, the hanging gardens – thus referring to one of the wonders of the ancient world. The
Financial Times magazine went even further and called it a magic carpet that flies over the
city.

"IMAGINARIUM" – IN THE OUTSKIRTS OF THE CITY
Biuro Mierzejewski Kasprzycki Czaplicki – Architekci

The investment at the Gwiaździsta and Tczewska Streets in Warsaw is located in a very
attractive and, at the same time, cosy neighbourhood. It is a special place since it is located
directly by the Las Bielański nature reserve and the former arm of the Vistula River called
"Łacha Potocka". The surroundings are conducive to relaxation and integration with the
greenery and are perfect for hiking and bike trips. Such location of a housing estate integrates
diversity in that its location is near the city centre but, at the same time, in surroundings that
definitely make it possible to take a rest from the urban turmoil. The estate has become an
inherent part of the surroundings, whilst its wooden details near buildings provide a sense of
closeness to nature and of a positive, discrete inscription into the surrounding landscape.
A very important element of the project of the living quarters was that the future inhabitants
were to identify very quickly and easily with the surroundings. There are many factors
determining this. Some of them are beyond the control of the architect, but there is no doubt
that an attempt must be made to ensure that the form of the buildings is harmoniously
integrated with the surrounding greenery and that it creates a uniform urban and architectural
structure. Therefore, the context of urban development was taken into account in the first
place, but within the cosy structure of urban outskirts. However, the crucial thing is that the
dimensions of the housing estate facilitate socialising and the establishment of informal
neighbourly relations.
According to the designers of the project, the most important thing in design is to look at the
project from a holistic perspective. It is important for particular parts or elements of the project
to be made well and as a whole and for their form to be uniform. In order to achieve this and to
eliminate possible mistakes, always before the design part begins, visualisations are made by
means of special software to verify the initial concepts and visions and reveal elements that
are likely to become disputable. Only after all such comparisons, agreements and
arrangements have been made, are the final decisions made.

ARCHITECTURE
– IDEA, ABSTRACTION, MADNESS
OR RATHER PUTTING THE WORLD IN ORDER?
Archivolta's interview with architect
Krzysztof Ingarden, PhD

– How did your lifetime adventure with architecture begin? Why have you chosen
architecture?
– It was so long ago... I think that the choice was determined by the idealism of a young
person and, to certain extent, by mere chance. I was generally interested in the arts. I liked
drawing, painting, photography. When I was in high school, I believed I would have studied at
an academy of fine arts – perhaps painting or graphic art. I was interested in the theory and
history of art – I read "Teoria Widzenia" by Strzemiński. I liked the conceptual art of

Warpechowski, Wodiczka, the Partums, the experimental films of Robakowski – that was what
appealed to me! I became familiar with art and architecture mainly by means of literature. And,
surprisingly, I could not see the relation between what I read and what I saw – there was kind
of an enormous cognitive dissonance. Art was a separate world of ideas, definitely more
accessible and attractive than reality. The fact that I started studying architecture arose from a
certain inability to comprehend that one fights for architectural ideas by building things in the
real world. Youthful idealism!
– Should conscious design be a result of any deeper experience?
– I believe that this artistic sensitivity and knowledge must be cultivated with particular care,
and we must prevent it from being denied by the consciousness of a young student (a future
artist) by opportunism, commerce and all such similar brutal reality of the market and project
implementation. After all, the most interesting elements of architecture are those fragile ideas,
poetry, vision, imagination and all other delicate issues which somehow do not match the
explicit materiality of a building although they are still reflected by it. Professional experience
should gradually equip a young architect with the ability to fight for these subtleties with the
acquired expertise.
– The result of great madness?
– Of a kind of madness – yes. Not of any madness, though. Not the one which leads to artistic
destruction, to hysteria and to paranoia of the project, which, in turn, leads to permanent
destruction of the space in which we live. This is about a kind of a positive, creative, artistic
madness which, based on reliable studies and professional experience, allows the visionary to
go beyond conventions and create innovative things.
During my studies, I went to Japan for several months and came back to Poland with a
resolution that after graduation I would try to go back there, since Japanese architecture
seemed to me different, deep, interesting and exploratory, but, at the same time, based on
tradition.
– When looking at global project implementations, we wonder whether they are more a
result of an authentic artistic experience or rather a narcissistic desire to build oneself a
monument.
– Inauthentic objects are eliminated by the passing of time – they age extremely quickly; whilst
real works of art remain in people's memory. Investors aim at quick project implementation,
and a good project requires time for its concept to mature in people's imagination. It also
requires time for implementation of changes, at every stage of design, even during
construction. We fight for something more than just building a physical object; we fight for its
association with the world of values; for the shaping of the cultural space in which we live.

SHAPE AND SHAPELESSNESS OF ARCHITECTURE
Jan Kurek

For centuries, architects and philosophers have disputed over what Architecture is – hence its
multitude of definitions. In an interview for our magazine, Krzysztof Ingarden, a leading Polish
architect of middle-age generation, remarked that on the one hand, an artist - an architect who
moves around the world of ideas and abstractions should be, to a certain extent, a lunatic, but
on the other hand, the same architect should not forget that his or her task is also to try to put
the world in order and to serve society. Architecture should be able to reconcile these
discrepancies so that while serving its basic functions, the object, the architectural work of art,
carries values which go beyond those that are dominating now, the desire for experience and
for getting everything from life here and now!

Just like many other "values", architecture is verified when it is used (quality of technical
solutions and of details) and in the course of changing fashions and styles related to the
shaping of the form and making it an inherent part of current philosophical trends. The
persistent, narcissistic attempts of "artists" are not enough to create a work of art which shocks
the recipient – a user or a member of the audience. Such an attitude often leads architects
astray – towards shapelessness and buildings that lose their utilitarian function only for the
benefit of their self-presentation. As a result, multiple surrealist buildings are erected which are
not really the effect of a creative madness, but rather a reflection of the dilemmas and the
inferiority complex of their authors. Such an attitude pushes architecture to the brink of
uncontrolled abstraction.
Surrealist aesthetics undoubtedly work much better in painting, sculpture, poetry and garden
architecture. As regards garden architecture, interesting and intriguing visions have been
created by Edward James – an English poet and patron of the arts, who was very much into
surrealism and who supported (also financially) such surrealists as Salvador Dali.
One might ask how much of such a positive, creative madness is there in the designers of
leading contemporary architectural projects? To what extent have the architects managed to
reconcile in these projects their artistic anxiety and outpourings with the reality subordinated to
the requirements and financial limits imposed by investors, administrative restrictions or
technical and material limits and habits related to project implementation? It would be difficult
to give a precise answer to these questions, since it is usually the architect – the person with
his or her own knowledge, culture, habits and weaknesses – who leaves their individual stamp
on the buildings. And what about the aesthetics and ethics? The advice of Luis Barragán,
although slightly perverse, is not without reason: architects should design gardens rather than
buildings – in order to cultivate in themselves the sense of beauty, taste and inclination
towards fine arts and other spiritual values...

